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Foreword
              outheast Asia is no stranger to conflict and 

              reconciliation. During the Cold War, geopolitical 

              uncertainty and diplomatic breakdowns 

between countries at the region formed the backdrop 

to the inception of the Association of the Southeast 

Asian Nations (ASEAN). 

In August 1967, five visionary Foreign Ministers

—from Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore 

and Thailand— signed the Bangkok Declaration, the 

founding document of ASEAN, and thus laid down the 

foundation for intensive cooperation and solidarity in 

the region. In doing so, they envisioned a strong region 

that could stand on its own two feet. They firmly 

believed that in an increasingly interdependent world, 

peace, freedom, social justice and economic well-being 

would be best attained by fostering mutual understanding, 

good neighborliness and meaningful cooperation 

among the countries of the region. They were convinced 

that through ASEAN the Member States would be able 

to accelerate economic growth, social progress and 

cultural development. And they would promote 

regional peace and stability through abiding respect 

for justice and the rule of law, and adherence to the 

principles of the United Nations Charter.

ASEAN’s commitment to maintaining peace in the 

region has found expression in the establishment of 

the ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation 

(AIPR). It greatly helps that all the ASEAN Member 

States have plenty of experiences from which to draw 

insights that enables them to address the challenges 

of actual and potential conflicts. It is not enough, 

however, to profit from the experience of the past. 

As such ASEAN needs to continue enhancing its 

endeavors at building a sustainable culture of peace 

in the region. To that end, ASEAN strives to prevent, 

manage and resolve conflicts as well as preserve 

peace and stability through the researches, studies 

and various capacity building programs that are 

carried out by AIPR. 

Indonesia attaches great importance to the work of 

AIPR. A safe, secure, and stable region will benefit all 

ASEAN Member States, particularly Indonesia as the 

largest and most populous country in the region. That 

is why Indonesia worked hard to ensure the establishment 

of AIPR and has offered to host the Institute. 

At the stake in the success of AIPR is the prosperity 

that ASEAN today enjoys. This region of more than 

625 million people has attained a Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) of 2.4 trillion USD, with Foreign Direct 

Investments (FDI) amounting to more than 122 billion 

USD. This level of prosperity could not have been 

attained without the peace and stability that the 

region has enjoyed for decades.

The international community also has high hopes 

that AIPR will contribute to the growth of peace and 

stability in the region. ASEAN Member States are 

therefore called upon to continue to support and 

nurture this newborn Institute using every means at 

our disposal, so that it can optimally carry out its 

mandated roles and functions. 

I highly appreciate the various initiatives of the Members 

of the Governing Council and Advisory Board of AIPR 

through the period 2014-2015. I trust that with 

the full suppor t of all ASEAN Member States, 

the Secretariat will soon be fully operational. 

I look forward to AIPR making valuable contributions 

to peace and stability in the region and beyond. 

S
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Foreword
                uring its Chairmanship of ASEAN in 2011, 

                Indonesia initiated the process of establishing 

                AIPR as mandated by the ASEAN Political Security 

Community (APSC) Blueprint point B.2.2.1. In this regard, 

Indonesia prepared a Non-Paper on the Establishment of 

the ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation 

(AIPR) and an early draft of its Terms of Reference. 

The need for such an Institute is irrefutable. The current 

regional and global geopolitical developments require 

ASEAN to enhance its capacity for conflict management 

and conflict resolution and thereby ensure greater peace, 

security and stability in the region. Indeed, the 

establishment of AIPR signifies the strong commitment 

of ASEAN Member States to maintaining sustainable 

peace and reconciliation, as well as promoting the 

culture of peace, diversity and tolerance in the region. 

The ASEAN Leaders agreed on the initiative on 18 May 2011. 

Consequently, an ASEAN Senior Officials’ Working Group on the 

ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation was set up and was 

mandated to further discuss its modalities. During Cambodia’s 

Chairmanship in 2012, AIPR was officially established 

on the sidelines of the 21st ASEAN Summit in Phnom Penh. 

As an entity associated with ASEAN under Article 16 of the 

ASEAN Charter,  AIPR operates in accordance with the 

Charter and is guided by the principles of the Treaty of Amity 

and Cooperation in Southeast Asia. To fulfill its mandates as 

a research institute for the promotion of peace, conflict 

management and conflict resolution in the region, AIPR will 

undertake research activities; conduct capacity building; 

put together a pool of expertise in support of ASEAN bodies; 

and carry out networking and dissemination of information.

Jakarta, Indonesia was chosen to house the Institute of 

AIPR. Since December 2014, the Secretariat is officially 

located inside the premises of the Center for Education 

and Training, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic 

of Indonesia in Senayan, South Jakarta.

Although AIPR is not yet fully operational, it is expected 

to soon complete its housekeeping requirements, 

including the delivery of contributions for its support 

and the recruitment of AIPR’s Executive Director.  

Nevertheless, AIPR has undertaken various activities 

during the period of 2014 – 2015. Members of the Governing 

Council and Advisory Board from Indonesia and the 

Philippines organized several workshops, seminars 

and symposiums pertaining to peace and reconciliation. 

AIPR invited prominent experts in the field of peace 

and reconciliation as well as various stakeholders at 

the national and regional levels to the said events. 

At the same time, members of the Governing Council and 

Advisory Board of AIPR have also been invited by Dialogue 

Partners and other interested parties to participate in 

various capacity building activities in the field of peace 

and reconciliation, aimed at identifying expertise, capacity, 

tools and skill sets that AIPR needs to fulfill its role. 

AIPR is projected to serve as a major instrument for 

ASEAN in resolving conflicts and dealing with the 

demands of peace and reconciliation. We are confident 

that AIPR, with the full support of ASEAN Member States, 

will be able to carry out these functions and contribute to 

the region’s peace, stability and long-term prosperity. 

I fervently hope this publication can fairly capture the 

initiatives made together by AIPR and several ASEAN 

Member States, aiming to realize its mandates and 

functions, as well as to highlight the active roles of 

Indonesia’s Representatives to the Governing Council 

and the Advisory Board of AIPR at various workshops/ 

seminars/ dialogues on peace and reconciliation. 

It is my humble hope that this publication may serve as an 

initial introduction to AIPR’s roles and functions, including the 

scope of its work, to all relevant stakeholders and the general 

public pending the full operationalization of the Institute.

D
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M. Chandra
W. Yudha

Director for ASEAN Political 
and Security Cooperation 
Directorate General of 
ASEAN Cooperation 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
of the Republic of Indonesia

Peace, security and stability are the underpinnings of 

what ASEAN is today. Hence, through AIPR, we want to project 

to the international community ASEAN’s success stories, 

best practices and lessons learned from our experience in 

peacekeeping, peacemaking and peace building as well as conflict 

management and conflict resolution as our contribution to 

regional and global peace.

J
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Rezlan
Ishar Jenie Indonesia’s Representative

to the Governing Council 
of AIPR

Ambassador

…the most important contribution 

that the international community 

could make to the rebuilding of 

justice and the rule of law in 

transitional society must begin with 

the recognition of differences in 

the national context.
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A
Artauli

RMP Tobing Indonesia’s Repesentative 
to the Advisory Board 
of AIPR

Ambassador

ASEAN entering its forty ninth year has proven that it has managed

to live in peace despite the challenges that it has faced. It would 

therefore be an advantage for its peoples and others to be able to 

learn from sharing its experiences and best practices on managing 

conflicts and building peace in the region. As such AIPR would 

undertake research and compile ASEAN’s experiences and best 

practices on peace, conflict management and conflict resolution.
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Bagas
Hapsoro Indonesia’s Representative

to the Governing Council 
of AIPR (2014-2015)

Ambassador

For ASEAN and AIPR

to be able to move forward and play a 

proactive role, we need to work together in 

order to have a healthy and sustained 

Institution dealing with peace and 

reconciliation. It would also need to work 

very closely with civil society…A



Peace begins    with a smile
- Mother Teresa -

A
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1
ASEAN Leader’s Declaration of

the Establishment of ASEAN Institute

for Peace and Reconciliation



ASEAN Leader’s Declaration of the Establishment of ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation

WE

INSPIRED  BY

WE, the Heads of State / Government of Brunei 

Darussalam, the Kingdom of Cambodia, the Republic of 

Indonesia, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia, 

the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, the Republic of 

the Philippines, the Republic of Singapore, the Kingdom 

of Thailand, the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, Member 

States of ASEAN, at the 18th ASEAN Summit;

INSPIRED BY the purposes and principles of the ASEAN 

Charter as a legal basis and framework for an ASEAN 

Community 2015 and beyond as well as the principles 

of the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia 

which provides a framework for governing inter-state 

relations in the region and a foundation for the 

maintenance of regional peace and stability;

21



ASEAN Leader’s Declaration of the Establishment of ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation

RECALLING

ACKNOWLEDGING

RECALLING the Bali Declaration of ASEAN Concord II and 

the Cha-am Hua Hin Declaration on the Roadmap for an 

ASEAN Community 2009-2015, in particular the relevant 

provisions in the ASEAN Political-Security Community 

Blueprint on conflict resolution and pacific settlement

of disputes as well as post-conflict peace-building which 

are aimed at the creation of a cohesive, peaceful and 

resilient region with shared responsibility for a 

comprehensive security;

ACKNOWLEDGING the need to promote a culture of 

peace as well as respect for diversity and tolerance in 

order to create the conditions necessary for sustainable 

regional peace and reconciliation;

22



23ASEAN Leader’s Declaration of the Establishment of ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation

Do hereby

Task our Foreign Ministers to submit their
recommendations to the 19th ASEAN Summit 
for consideration.

Adopted in Jakarta, Indonesia, this Eighth of 
May in the Year Two Thousand and Eleven, 
in a single original copy, in the English 
language.
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                he Institute shall operate in accordance 

                with the following Terms of Reference 

                (ToR):

1. HEADQUARTERS
The headquarters of the Institute shall be in the 

Republic of Indonesia, hereinafter referred to as 

"the Host Country", and shall be based in Jakarta.

2. LEGAL PERSONALITY
The legal personality of the Institute shall be 

established under a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MoU) between the Host Country and the Institute.

3. PRINCIPLES
The Institute would operate in accordance with the 

ASEAN Charter and be guided by the principles of the 

Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia, 

inter alia :

a. respect for the independence, sovereignty, equality, 

territorial integrity and national identity of all ASEAN 

Member States; 

b. shared commitment and collective responsibility in 

enhancing regional peace, security and prosperity; and

c. non-interference in the internal affairs of ASEAN 

Member States.

4. MANDATE AND FUNCTIONS
4.1. Mandate

The Institute shall be the ASEAN institution for 

research activities on peace, conflict management 

and conflict resolution, as requested by ASEAN 

Member States.

The Institute’s work will include, inter alia, promotion 

of those activities agreed in the ASEAN Political-

Security Community Blueprint and additional 

 activities as agreed by ASEAN Member States

4.2. Functions

The Institute may undertake, among others, the 

following activities : 

Research

- Undertake research and compile ASEAN’s 

experiences and best practices on peace, conflict 

management and conflict resolution as well as 

post-conflict peace-building, with the view to 

providing appropriate recommendations, upon 

request by ASEAN Member States, to ASEAN bodies 

- Undertake studies to promote gender mainstreaming 

in peace building, peace process and conflict 

resolution

- Study and analyse existing dispute settlement 

mechanisms in ASEAN with a view to enhancing 

regional mechanisms for the pacific settlement of 

disputes

10

2
Terms of Reference of

the ASEAN Institute for Peace

and Reconciliation

Capacity Building

- Hold workshops on peace, conflict management, 

conflict resolution

- Hold seminars / workshops / training in promoting 

the voice of moderation to contribute to the Global 

Movement of the Moderates, as well as to advance 

work in the area of interfaith dialogue 

- Knowledge building among relevant government 

officials, scholars or think-tanks on conflict 

management and resolution 

Pool of Expertise and Support for ASEAN Bodies

- Develop a pool of experts from ASEAN Member 

States as resource persons to assist in conflict 

management and conflict resolution activities

- Where appropriate and at the request of ASEAN 

governments, provide policy recommendations to 

ASEAN governments on promotion of peace and 

reconciliation based on their own studies, as well 

as facilitation for peace negotiation

- Assist ASEAN bodies, upon request of ASEAN 

Member States, on activities and initiatives related 

to peace, reconciliation, conflict management and 

conflict resolution

Networking

- Function as a knowledge hub by establishing 

linkages / network with relevant institutions and 

organisations in ASEAN Member States, as well as 

other regions and at the international level, which 

have similar objectives aimed at promoting a culture 

of peace 

- Collaborate with relevant UN agencies, regional 

organisations and international think tanks to 

exchange expertise and experiences on peace, 

conflict management, conflict resolution

Dissemination of information

- Disseminate best practices, lessons learned and 

relevant information to ASEAN Member States

- Outreach and engagement with the civil society and 

other relevant stakeholders to promote peace, 

reconciliation, conflict management, conflict 

resolution and peace-building

- Promote awareness of the work of the Institute 

among the general public

5. BUDGET AND FUNDING
- ASEAN Member States shall make a contribution to 

support the operations of the Institute for each 

budget year. 

- ASEAN Member States may consider making 

additional contributions to support the operations of 

the Institute within the same budget year. 

- The Institute may seek additional project-based 

voluntary funding from ASEAN Member States on an 

ad hoc basis, which should be requested in a timely 

manner

- The Institute shall mobilise additional resources 

from ASEAN Dialogue Partners, interested countries, 

international and regional organizations, financial and 

any other institutions, corporations, foundations or 

individuals to fund project-based activities.

- The resources mobilised to fund the project-based 

activities will also be allocated as deemed appropriate 

to support the operations of the Institute.

6. STRUCTURE
The Institute shall be composed of the Governing 

Council, the Executive Director and an Advisory Board 

Governing Council

6.1. The Governing Council, hereinafter referred to as 

“the Council”, shall consist of :

a. a Representative of each ASEAN Member State to 

be appointed by and accountable to the respective 

appointing Governments; 

b. the Secretary-General of ASEAN as ex-officio 

member; and

c. the Executive Director as ex-officio member. 

6.2. Each Member of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall work for a term of three (3) 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.3. The Chair of the Council shall be the Representative 

of the ASEAN Member State holding the Chairmanship 

of ASEAN.

6.4. The Members of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall elect two (2) Vice-Chairmen 

from among themselves each for a term of one year.

6.5. The Council shall :

a. formulate the guidelines and procedures for the 

activities of the Institute;

b. have the overall responsibility for the funds of the 

Institute and shall be responsible for the formulation 

of policy for the procurement and the utilization of 

the funds;

c. approve the annual operating budget for the 

Institute;

d. perform such other functions as may be necessary 

to carry out the objectives of the Institute; and

e. meet at least twice a year.

Executive Director

6.6. The Executive Director of the Institute shall be a 

national of an ASEAN Member State and shall be 

appointed by the Governing Council through open 

recruitment for a non-renewable term of three years.

6.7. The Executive Director in discharging his/her 

functions to serve ASEAN Member States, shall 

represent the Institute, not his / her country or any 

other institution.

6.8. The Executive Director shall:

a. represent the Institute in all administrative and 

operational matters, manage the activities of the 

Institute and perform such other functions as may be 

assigned by the Council from time to time;

b. have authority to appoint such professional, 

secretarial and administrative staff as are necessary to 

achieve the Institute’s objectives; and

c. undertake activities to raise funds for the Institute’s 

activities, in accordance with guidelines and 

procedures as established by the Council.

6.9. The Executive Director shall be responsible to the 

Council.

Advisory Board

6.10. An Advisory Board, hereinafter referred to as "the 

Board", shall consist of:

a. a representative appointed by the government of 

each ASEAN Member State, hereinafter collectively 

referred to as "Representative";

b. the Executive Director as ex-officio member.

6.11. Representatives shall work for a term of three 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.12. Representatives shall be eminent persons in the 

field of peace and reconciliation, including, but not 

limited to, academics, parliamentarians, senior or 

retired civil servants and civil society representatives. 

6.13. Representatives on the Board, with the exception 

of the Executive Director, shall not serve concurrently 

on the Council.

6.14. The Board shall advise the Council on the 

research priorities for the Institute.

7. DECISION-MAKING
Decision-making in the Institute shall be based on 

consultation and consensus in accordance with Article 

20 of the ASEAN Charter. 

8. REPORTING MECHANISM
The Executive Director shall make regular reports on 

the work of the Institute through the relevant senior 

officials to the ASEAN Political-Security Community 

Council (APSC Council).

9. REVIEW MECHANISM
This TOR shall be initially reviewed five years after the 

official launching of the Institute. This review and 

subsequent reviews shall be undertaken by the APSC 

Council supported by the relevant senior officials.
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4.2. Functions

The Institute may undertake, among others, the 
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Research
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T

The ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation 
(hereinafter referred to as ‘the Institute’) shall be 
established under Provision B.2.2.i of the ASEAN 

Political-Security Community Blueprint. As a follow-up
to the ASEAN Leaders’ Joint Statement on the 

Establishment of an ASEAN Institute for Peace and 
Reconciliation adopted on 8 May 2011, the Institute 

shall be an entity associated with ASEAN under 
Article 16 of the ASEAN Charter.

25

Capacity Building

- Hold workshops on peace, conflict management, 

conflict resolution

- Hold seminars / workshops / training in promoting 

the voice of moderation to contribute to the Global 

Movement of the Moderates, as well as to advance 

work in the area of interfaith dialogue 

- Knowledge building among relevant government 

officials, scholars or think-tanks on conflict 

management and resolution 

Pool of Expertise and Support for ASEAN Bodies

- Develop a pool of experts from ASEAN Member 
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ad hoc basis, which should be requested in a timely 

manner
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international and regional organizations, financial and 

any other institutions, corporations, foundations or 

individuals to fund project-based activities.

- The resources mobilised to fund the project-based 

activities will also be allocated as deemed appropriate 

to support the operations of the Institute.

6. STRUCTURE
The Institute shall be composed of the Governing 

Council, the Executive Director and an Advisory Board 

Governing Council

6.1. The Governing Council, hereinafter referred to as 

“the Council”, shall consist of :

a. a Representative of each ASEAN Member State to 

be appointed by and accountable to the respective 

appointing Governments; 

b. the Secretary-General of ASEAN as ex-officio 

member; and

c. the Executive Director as ex-officio member. 

6.2. Each Member of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall work for a term of three (3) 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.3. The Chair of the Council shall be the Representative 

of the ASEAN Member State holding the Chairmanship 

of ASEAN.

6.4. The Members of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall elect two (2) Vice-Chairmen 

from among themselves each for a term of one year.

6.5. The Council shall :

a. formulate the guidelines and procedures for the 

activities of the Institute;

b. have the overall responsibility for the funds of the 

Institute and shall be responsible for the formulation 

of policy for the procurement and the utilization of 

the funds;

c. approve the annual operating budget for the 

Institute;

d. perform such other functions as may be necessary 

to carry out the objectives of the Institute; and

e. meet at least twice a year.

Executive Director

6.6. The Executive Director of the Institute shall be a 

national of an ASEAN Member State and shall be 

appointed by the Governing Council through open 

recruitment for a non-renewable term of three years.

6.7. The Executive Director in discharging his/her 

functions to serve ASEAN Member States, shall 

represent the Institute, not his / her country or any 

other institution.

6.8. The Executive Director shall:

a. represent the Institute in all administrative and 

operational matters, manage the activities of the 

Institute and perform such other functions as may be 

assigned by the Council from time to time;

b. have authority to appoint such professional, 

secretarial and administrative staff as are necessary to 

achieve the Institute’s objectives; and

c. undertake activities to raise funds for the Institute’s 

activities, in accordance with guidelines and 

procedures as established by the Council.

6.9. The Executive Director shall be responsible to the 

Council.

Advisory Board

6.10. An Advisory Board, hereinafter referred to as "the 

Board", shall consist of:

a. a representative appointed by the government of 

each ASEAN Member State, hereinafter collectively 

referred to as "Representative";

b. the Executive Director as ex-officio member.

6.11. Representatives shall work for a term of three 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.12. Representatives shall be eminent persons in the 

field of peace and reconciliation, including, but not 

limited to, academics, parliamentarians, senior or 

retired civil servants and civil society representatives. 

6.13. Representatives on the Board, with the exception 

of the Executive Director, shall not serve concurrently 

on the Council.

6.14. The Board shall advise the Council on the 

research priorities for the Institute.

7. DECISION-MAKING
Decision-making in the Institute shall be based on 

consultation and consensus in accordance with Article 

20 of the ASEAN Charter. 

8. REPORTING MECHANISM
The Executive Director shall make regular reports on 

the work of the Institute through the relevant senior 

officials to the ASEAN Political-Security Community 

Council (APSC Council).

9. REVIEW MECHANISM
This TOR shall be initially reviewed five years after the 

official launching of the Institute. This review and 

subsequent reviews shall be undertaken by the APSC 

Council supported by the relevant senior officials.
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                with the following Terms of Reference 

                (ToR):

1. HEADQUARTERS
The headquarters of the Institute shall be in the 

Republic of Indonesia, hereinafter referred to as 

"the Host Country", and shall be based in Jakarta.

2. LEGAL PERSONALITY
The legal personality of the Institute shall be 

established under a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MoU) between the Host Country and the Institute.

3. PRINCIPLES
The Institute would operate in accordance with the 

ASEAN Charter and be guided by the principles of the 

Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia, 

inter alia :

a. respect for the independence, sovereignty, equality, 

territorial integrity and national identity of all ASEAN 

Member States; 

b. shared commitment and collective responsibility in 

enhancing regional peace, security and prosperity; and

c. non-interference in the internal affairs of ASEAN 

Member States.

4. MANDATE AND FUNCTIONS
4.1. Mandate

The Institute shall be the ASEAN institution for 

research activities on peace, conflict management 

and conflict resolution, as requested by ASEAN 

Member States.

The Institute’s work will include, inter alia, promotion 

of those activities agreed in the ASEAN Political-

Security Community Blueprint and additional 

 activities as agreed by ASEAN Member States

4.2. Functions

The Institute may undertake, among others, the 

following activities : 

Research

- Undertake research and compile ASEAN’s 

experiences and best practices on peace, conflict 

management and conflict resolution as well as 

post-conflict peace-building, with the view to 

providing appropriate recommendations, upon 

request by ASEAN Member States, to ASEAN bodies 

- Undertake studies to promote gender mainstreaming 

in peace building, peace process and conflict 

resolution

- Study and analyse existing dispute settlement 

mechanisms in ASEAN with a view to enhancing 

regional mechanisms for the pacific settlement of 

disputes
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Capacity Building

- Hold workshops on peace, conflict management, 

conflict resolution

- Hold seminars / workshops / training in promoting 

the voice of moderation to contribute to the Global 

Movement of the Moderates, as well as to advance 

work in the area of interfaith dialogue 

- Knowledge building among relevant government 

officials, scholars or think-tanks on conflict 

management and resolution 

Pool of Expertise and Support for ASEAN Bodies

- Develop a pool of experts from ASEAN Member 

States as resource persons to assist in conflict 

management and conflict resolution activities

- Where appropriate and at the request of ASEAN 

governments, provide policy recommendations to 

ASEAN governments on promotion of peace and 

reconciliation based on their own studies, as well 

as facilitation for peace negotiation

- Assist ASEAN bodies, upon request of ASEAN 

Member States, on activities and initiatives related 

to peace, reconciliation, conflict management and 

conflict resolution

Networking

- Function as a knowledge hub by establishing 

linkages / network with relevant institutions and 

organisations in ASEAN Member States, as well as 

other regions and at the international level, which 

have similar objectives aimed at promoting a culture 

of peace 

- Collaborate with relevant UN agencies, regional 

organisations and international think tanks to 

exchange expertise and experiences on peace, 

conflict management, conflict resolution

Dissemination of information

- Disseminate best practices, lessons learned and 

relevant information to ASEAN Member States

- Outreach and engagement with the civil society and 

other relevant stakeholders to promote peace, 

reconciliation, conflict management, conflict 

resolution and peace-building

- Promote awareness of the work of the Institute 

among the general public

5. BUDGET AND FUNDING
- ASEAN Member States shall make a contribution to 

support the operations of the Institute for each 

budget year. 

- ASEAN Member States may consider making 

additional contributions to support the operations of 

the Institute within the same budget year. 

- The Institute may seek additional project-based 

voluntary funding from ASEAN Member States on an 

ad hoc basis, which should be requested in a timely 

manner

- The Institute shall mobilise additional resources 

from ASEAN Dialogue Partners, interested countries, 

international and regional organizations, financial and 

any other institutions, corporations, foundations or 

individuals to fund project-based activities.

- The resources mobilised to fund the project-based 

activities will also be allocated as deemed appropriate 

to support the operations of the Institute.

6. STRUCTURE
The Institute shall be composed of the Governing 

Council, the Executive Director and an Advisory Board 

Governing Council

6.1. The Governing Council, hereinafter referred to as 

“the Council”, shall consist of :

a. a Representative of each ASEAN Member State to 

be appointed by and accountable to the respective 

appointing Governments; 

b. the Secretary-General of ASEAN as ex-officio 

member; and

c. the Executive Director as ex-officio member. 

6.2. Each Member of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall work for a term of three (3) 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.3. The Chair of the Council shall be the Representative 

of the ASEAN Member State holding the Chairmanship 

of ASEAN.

6.4. The Members of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall elect two (2) Vice-Chairmen 

from among themselves each for a term of one year.

6.5. The Council shall :

a. formulate the guidelines and procedures for the 

activities of the Institute;

b. have the overall responsibility for the funds of the 

Institute and shall be responsible for the formulation 

of policy for the procurement and the utilization of 

the funds;

c. approve the annual operating budget for the 

Institute;

d. perform such other functions as may be necessary 

to carry out the objectives of the Institute; and

e. meet at least twice a year.

Executive Director

6.6. The Executive Director of the Institute shall be a 

national of an ASEAN Member State and shall be 

appointed by the Governing Council through open 

recruitment for a non-renewable term of three years.

6.7. The Executive Director in discharging his/her 

functions to serve ASEAN Member States, shall 

represent the Institute, not his / her country or any 

other institution.

6.8. The Executive Director shall:

a. represent the Institute in all administrative and 

operational matters, manage the activities of the 

Institute and perform such other functions as may be 

assigned by the Council from time to time;

b. have authority to appoint such professional, 

secretarial and administrative staff as are necessary to 

achieve the Institute’s objectives; and

c. undertake activities to raise funds for the Institute’s 

activities, in accordance with guidelines and 

procedures as established by the Council.

6.9. The Executive Director shall be responsible to the 

Council.

Advisory Board

6.10. An Advisory Board, hereinafter referred to as "the 

Board", shall consist of:

a. a representative appointed by the government of 

each ASEAN Member State, hereinafter collectively 

referred to as "Representative";

b. the Executive Director as ex-officio member.

6.11. Representatives shall work for a term of three 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.12. Representatives shall be eminent persons in the 

field of peace and reconciliation, including, but not 

limited to, academics, parliamentarians, senior or 

retired civil servants and civil society representatives. 

6.13. Representatives on the Board, with the exception 

of the Executive Director, shall not serve concurrently 

on the Council.

6.14. The Board shall advise the Council on the 

research priorities for the Institute.

7. DECISION-MAKING
Decision-making in the Institute shall be based on 

consultation and consensus in accordance with Article 

20 of the ASEAN Charter. 

8. REPORTING MECHANISM
The Executive Director shall make regular reports on 

the work of the Institute through the relevant senior 

officials to the ASEAN Political-Security Community 

Council (APSC Council).

9. REVIEW MECHANISM
This TOR shall be initially reviewed five years after the 

official launching of the Institute. This review and 

subsequent reviews shall be undertaken by the APSC 

Council supported by the relevant senior officials.
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Republic of Indonesia, hereinafter referred to as 

"the Host Country", and shall be based in Jakarta.
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Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia, 

inter alia :

a. respect for the independence, sovereignty, equality, 

territorial integrity and national identity of all ASEAN 

Member States; 

b. shared commitment and collective responsibility in 

enhancing regional peace, security and prosperity; and

c. non-interference in the internal affairs of ASEAN 

Member States.

4. MANDATE AND FUNCTIONS
4.1. Mandate

The Institute shall be the ASEAN institution for 

research activities on peace, conflict management 

and conflict resolution, as requested by ASEAN 

Member States.

The Institute’s work will include, inter alia, promotion 

of those activities agreed in the ASEAN Political-

Security Community Blueprint and additional 

 activities as agreed by ASEAN Member States

4.2. Functions

The Institute may undertake, among others, the 

following activities : 

Research

- Undertake research and compile ASEAN’s 

experiences and best practices on peace, conflict 

management and conflict resolution as well as 

post-conflict peace-building, with the view to 

providing appropriate recommendations, upon 

request by ASEAN Member States, to ASEAN bodies 

- Undertake studies to promote gender mainstreaming 

in peace building, peace process and conflict 

resolution

- Study and analyse existing dispute settlement 

mechanisms in ASEAN with a view to enhancing 

regional mechanisms for the pacific settlement of 

disputes
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Capacity Building

- Hold workshops on peace, conflict management, 

conflict resolution

- Hold seminars / workshops / training in promoting 

the voice of moderation to contribute to the Global 

Movement of the Moderates, as well as to advance 

work in the area of interfaith dialogue 

- Knowledge building among relevant government 

officials, scholars or think-tanks on conflict 

management and resolution 

Pool of Expertise and Support for ASEAN Bodies

- Develop a pool of experts from ASEAN Member 

States as resource persons to assist in conflict 

management and conflict resolution activities

- Where appropriate and at the request of ASEAN 

governments, provide policy recommendations to 

ASEAN governments on promotion of peace and 

reconciliation based on their own studies, as well 

as facilitation for peace negotiation

- Assist ASEAN bodies, upon request of ASEAN 

Member States, on activities and initiatives related 

to peace, reconciliation, conflict management and 

conflict resolution

Networking

- Function as a knowledge hub by establishing 

linkages / network with relevant institutions and 

organisations in ASEAN Member States, as well as 

other regions and at the international level, which 

have similar objectives aimed at promoting a culture 

of peace 

- Collaborate with relevant UN agencies, regional 

organisations and international think tanks to 

exchange expertise and experiences on peace, 

conflict management, conflict resolution

Dissemination of information

- Disseminate best practices, lessons learned and 

relevant information to ASEAN Member States

- Outreach and engagement with the civil society and 

other relevant stakeholders to promote peace, 

reconciliation, conflict management, conflict 

resolution and peace-building

- Promote awareness of the work of the Institute 

among the general public

5. BUDGET AND FUNDING
- ASEAN Member States shall make a contribution to 

support the operations of the Institute for each 

budget year. 

- ASEAN Member States may consider making 

additional contributions to support the operations of 

the Institute within the same budget year. 

- The Institute may seek additional project-based 

voluntary funding from ASEAN Member States on an 

ad hoc basis, which should be requested in a timely 

manner

- The Institute shall mobilise additional resources 

from ASEAN Dialogue Partners, interested countries, 

international and regional organizations, financial and 

any other institutions, corporations, foundations or 

individuals to fund project-based activities.

- The resources mobilised to fund the project-based 

activities will also be allocated as deemed appropriate 

to support the operations of the Institute.

6. STRUCTURE
The Institute shall be composed of the Governing 

Council, the Executive Director and an Advisory Board 

Governing Council

6.1. The Governing Council, hereinafter referred to as 

“the Council”, shall consist of :

a. a Representative of each ASEAN Member State to 

be appointed by and accountable to the respective 

appointing Governments; 

b. the Secretary-General of ASEAN as ex-officio 

member; and

c. the Executive Director as ex-officio member. 

6.2. Each Member of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall work for a term of three (3) 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.3. The Chair of the Council shall be the Representative 

of the ASEAN Member State holding the Chairmanship 

of ASEAN.

6.4. The Members of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall elect two (2) Vice-Chairmen 

from among themselves each for a term of one year.

6.5. The Council shall :

a. formulate the guidelines and procedures for the 

activities of the Institute;

b. have the overall responsibility for the funds of the 

Institute and shall be responsible for the formulation 

of policy for the procurement and the utilization of 

the funds;

c. approve the annual operating budget for the 

Institute;

d. perform such other functions as may be necessary 

to carry out the objectives of the Institute; and

e. meet at least twice a year.

Executive Director

6.6. The Executive Director of the Institute shall be a 

national of an ASEAN Member State and shall be 

appointed by the Governing Council through open 

recruitment for a non-renewable term of three years.

6.7. The Executive Director in discharging his/her 

functions to serve ASEAN Member States, shall 

represent the Institute, not his / her country or any 

other institution.

6.8. The Executive Director shall:

a. represent the Institute in all administrative and 

operational matters, manage the activities of the 

Institute and perform such other functions as may be 

assigned by the Council from time to time;

b. have authority to appoint such professional, 

secretarial and administrative staff as are necessary to 

achieve the Institute’s objectives; and

c. undertake activities to raise funds for the Institute’s 

activities, in accordance with guidelines and 

procedures as established by the Council.

6.9. The Executive Director shall be responsible to the 

Council.

Advisory Board

6.10. An Advisory Board, hereinafter referred to as "the 

Board", shall consist of:

a. a representative appointed by the government of 

each ASEAN Member State, hereinafter collectively 

referred to as "Representative";

b. the Executive Director as ex-officio member.

6.11. Representatives shall work for a term of three 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.12. Representatives shall be eminent persons in the 

field of peace and reconciliation, including, but not 

limited to, academics, parliamentarians, senior or 

retired civil servants and civil society representatives. 

6.13. Representatives on the Board, with the exception 

of the Executive Director, shall not serve concurrently 

on the Council.

6.14. The Board shall advise the Council on the 

research priorities for the Institute.

7. DECISION-MAKING
Decision-making in the Institute shall be based on 

consultation and consensus in accordance with Article 

20 of the ASEAN Charter. 

8. REPORTING MECHANISM
The Executive Director shall make regular reports on 

the work of the Institute through the relevant senior 

officials to the ASEAN Political-Security Community 

Council (APSC Council).

9. REVIEW MECHANISM
This TOR shall be initially reviewed five years after the 

official launching of the Institute. This review and 

subsequent reviews shall be undertaken by the APSC 

Council supported by the relevant senior officials.
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Republic of Indonesia, hereinafter referred to as 

"the Host Country", and shall be based in Jakarta.

2. LEGAL PERSONALITY
The legal personality of the Institute shall be 

established under a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MoU) between the Host Country and the Institute.

3. PRINCIPLES
The Institute would operate in accordance with the 

ASEAN Charter and be guided by the principles of the 

Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia, 

inter alia :

a. respect for the independence, sovereignty, equality, 

territorial integrity and national identity of all ASEAN 

Member States; 

b. shared commitment and collective responsibility in 

enhancing regional peace, security and prosperity; and

c. non-interference in the internal affairs of ASEAN 

Member States.

4. MANDATE AND FUNCTIONS
4.1. Mandate

The Institute shall be the ASEAN institution for 

research activities on peace, conflict management 

and conflict resolution, as requested by ASEAN 

Member States.

The Institute’s work will include, inter alia, promotion 

of those activities agreed in the ASEAN Political-

Security Community Blueprint and additional 

 activities as agreed by ASEAN Member States

4.2. Functions

The Institute may undertake, among others, the 

following activities : 

Research

- Undertake research and compile ASEAN’s 

experiences and best practices on peace, conflict 

management and conflict resolution as well as 

post-conflict peace-building, with the view to 

providing appropriate recommendations, upon 

request by ASEAN Member States, to ASEAN bodies 

- Undertake studies to promote gender mainstreaming 

in peace building, peace process and conflict 

resolution

- Study and analyse existing dispute settlement 

mechanisms in ASEAN with a view to enhancing 

regional mechanisms for the pacific settlement of 

disputes
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Capacity Building

- Hold workshops on peace, conflict management, 

conflict resolution

- Hold seminars / workshops / training in promoting 

the voice of moderation to contribute to the Global 

Movement of the Moderates, as well as to advance 

work in the area of interfaith dialogue 

- Knowledge building among relevant government 

officials, scholars or think-tanks on conflict 

management and resolution 

Pool of Expertise and Support for ASEAN Bodies

- Develop a pool of experts from ASEAN Member 

States as resource persons to assist in conflict 

management and conflict resolution activities

- Where appropriate and at the request of ASEAN 

governments, provide policy recommendations to 

ASEAN governments on promotion of peace and 

reconciliation based on their own studies, as well 

as facilitation for peace negotiation

- Assist ASEAN bodies, upon request of ASEAN 

Member States, on activities and initiatives related 

to peace, reconciliation, conflict management and 

conflict resolution

Networking

- Function as a knowledge hub by establishing 

linkages / network with relevant institutions and 

organisations in ASEAN Member States, as well as 

other regions and at the international level, which 

have similar objectives aimed at promoting a culture 

of peace 

- Collaborate with relevant UN agencies, regional 

organisations and international think tanks to 

exchange expertise and experiences on peace, 

conflict management, conflict resolution

Dissemination of information

- Disseminate best practices, lessons learned and 

relevant information to ASEAN Member States

- Outreach and engagement with the civil society and 

other relevant stakeholders to promote peace, 

reconciliation, conflict management, conflict 

resolution and peace-building

- Promote awareness of the work of the Institute 

among the general public

5. BUDGET AND FUNDING
- ASEAN Member States shall make a contribution to 

support the operations of the Institute for each 

budget year. 

- ASEAN Member States may consider making 

additional contributions to support the operations of 

the Institute within the same budget year. 

- The Institute may seek additional project-based 

voluntary funding from ASEAN Member States on an 

ad hoc basis, which should be requested in a timely 

manner

- The Institute shall mobilise additional resources 

from ASEAN Dialogue Partners, interested countries, 

international and regional organizations, financial and 

any other institutions, corporations, foundations or 

individuals to fund project-based activities.

- The resources mobilised to fund the project-based 

activities will also be allocated as deemed appropriate 

to support the operations of the Institute.

6. STRUCTURE
The Institute shall be composed of the Governing 

Council, the Executive Director and an Advisory Board 

Governing Council

6.1. The Governing Council, hereinafter referred to as 

“the Council”, shall consist of :

a. a Representative of each ASEAN Member State to 

be appointed by and accountable to the respective 

appointing Governments; 

b. the Secretary-General of ASEAN as ex-officio 

member; and

c. the Executive Director as ex-officio member. 

6.2. Each Member of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall work for a term of three (3) 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.3. The Chair of the Council shall be the Representative 

of the ASEAN Member State holding the Chairmanship 

of ASEAN.

6.4. The Members of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall elect two (2) Vice-Chairmen 

from among themselves each for a term of one year.

6.5. The Council shall :

a. formulate the guidelines and procedures for the 

activities of the Institute;

b. have the overall responsibility for the funds of the 

Institute and shall be responsible for the formulation 

of policy for the procurement and the utilization of 

the funds;

c. approve the annual operating budget for the 

Institute;

d. perform such other functions as may be necessary 

to carry out the objectives of the Institute; and

e. meet at least twice a year.

Executive Director

6.6. The Executive Director of the Institute shall be a 

national of an ASEAN Member State and shall be 

appointed by the Governing Council through open 

recruitment for a non-renewable term of three years.

6.7. The Executive Director in discharging his/her 

functions to serve ASEAN Member States, shall 

represent the Institute, not his / her country or any 

other institution.

6.8. The Executive Director shall:

a. represent the Institute in all administrative and 

operational matters, manage the activities of the 

Institute and perform such other functions as may be 

assigned by the Council from time to time;

b. have authority to appoint such professional, 

secretarial and administrative staff as are necessary to 

achieve the Institute’s objectives; and

c. undertake activities to raise funds for the Institute’s 

activities, in accordance with guidelines and 

procedures as established by the Council.

6.9. The Executive Director shall be responsible to the 

Council.

Advisory Board

6.10. An Advisory Board, hereinafter referred to as "the 

Board", shall consist of:

a. a representative appointed by the government of 

each ASEAN Member State, hereinafter collectively 

referred to as "Representative";

b. the Executive Director as ex-officio member.

6.11. Representatives shall work for a term of three 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.12. Representatives shall be eminent persons in the 

field of peace and reconciliation, including, but not 

limited to, academics, parliamentarians, senior or 

retired civil servants and civil society representatives. 

6.13. Representatives on the Board, with the exception 

of the Executive Director, shall not serve concurrently 

on the Council.

6.14. The Board shall advise the Council on the 

research priorities for the Institute.

7. DECISION-MAKING
Decision-making in the Institute shall be based on 

consultation and consensus in accordance with Article 

20 of the ASEAN Charter. 

8. REPORTING MECHANISM
The Executive Director shall make regular reports on 

the work of the Institute through the relevant senior 

officials to the ASEAN Political-Security Community 

Council (APSC Council).

9. REVIEW MECHANISM
This TOR shall be initially reviewed five years after the 

official launching of the Institute. This review and 

subsequent reviews shall be undertaken by the APSC 

Council supported by the relevant senior officials.
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"the Host Country", and shall be based in Jakarta.
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The legal personality of the Institute shall be 

established under a Memorandum of Understanding 
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a. respect for the independence, sovereignty, equality, 

territorial integrity and national identity of all ASEAN 

Member States; 

b. shared commitment and collective responsibility in 

enhancing regional peace, security and prosperity; and

c. non-interference in the internal affairs of ASEAN 

Member States.

4. MANDATE AND FUNCTIONS
4.1. Mandate

The Institute shall be the ASEAN institution for 

research activities on peace, conflict management 

and conflict resolution, as requested by ASEAN 

Member States.

The Institute’s work will include, inter alia, promotion 

of those activities agreed in the ASEAN Political-

Security Community Blueprint and additional 

 activities as agreed by ASEAN Member States

4.2. Functions

The Institute may undertake, among others, the 

following activities : 

Research

- Undertake research and compile ASEAN’s 

experiences and best practices on peace, conflict 

management and conflict resolution as well as 

post-conflict peace-building, with the view to 

providing appropriate recommendations, upon 

request by ASEAN Member States, to ASEAN bodies 

- Undertake studies to promote gender mainstreaming 

in peace building, peace process and conflict 

resolution

- Study and analyse existing dispute settlement 

mechanisms in ASEAN with a view to enhancing 

regional mechanisms for the pacific settlement of 

disputes
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Capacity Building

- Hold workshops on peace, conflict management, 

conflict resolution

- Hold seminars / workshops / training in promoting 

the voice of moderation to contribute to the Global 

Movement of the Moderates, as well as to advance 

work in the area of interfaith dialogue 

- Knowledge building among relevant government 

officials, scholars or think-tanks on conflict 

management and resolution 

Pool of Expertise and Support for ASEAN Bodies

- Develop a pool of experts from ASEAN Member 

States as resource persons to assist in conflict 

management and conflict resolution activities

- Where appropriate and at the request of ASEAN 

governments, provide policy recommendations to 

ASEAN governments on promotion of peace and 

reconciliation based on their own studies, as well 

as facilitation for peace negotiation

- Assist ASEAN bodies, upon request of ASEAN 

Member States, on activities and initiatives related 

to peace, reconciliation, conflict management and 

conflict resolution

Networking

- Function as a knowledge hub by establishing 

linkages / network with relevant institutions and 

organisations in ASEAN Member States, as well as 

other regions and at the international level, which 

have similar objectives aimed at promoting a culture 

of peace 

- Collaborate with relevant UN agencies, regional 

organisations and international think tanks to 

exchange expertise and experiences on peace, 

conflict management, conflict resolution

Dissemination of information

- Disseminate best practices, lessons learned and 

relevant information to ASEAN Member States

- Outreach and engagement with the civil society and 

other relevant stakeholders to promote peace, 

reconciliation, conflict management, conflict 

resolution and peace-building

- Promote awareness of the work of the Institute 

among the general public

5. BUDGET AND FUNDING
- ASEAN Member States shall make a contribution to 

support the operations of the Institute for each 

budget year. 

- ASEAN Member States may consider making 

additional contributions to support the operations of 

the Institute within the same budget year. 

- The Institute may seek additional project-based 

voluntary funding from ASEAN Member States on an 

ad hoc basis, which should be requested in a timely 

manner

- The Institute shall mobilise additional resources 

from ASEAN Dialogue Partners, interested countries, 

international and regional organizations, financial and 

any other institutions, corporations, foundations or 

individuals to fund project-based activities.

- The resources mobilised to fund the project-based 

activities will also be allocated as deemed appropriate 

to support the operations of the Institute.

6. STRUCTURE
The Institute shall be composed of the Governing 

Council, the Executive Director and an Advisory Board 

Governing Council

6.1. The Governing Council, hereinafter referred to as 

“the Council”, shall consist of :

a. a Representative of each ASEAN Member State to 

be appointed by and accountable to the respective 

appointing Governments; 

b. the Secretary-General of ASEAN as ex-officio 

member; and

c. the Executive Director as ex-officio member. 

6.2. Each Member of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall work for a term of three (3) 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.3. The Chair of the Council shall be the Representative 

of the ASEAN Member State holding the Chairmanship 

of ASEAN.

6.4. The Members of the Council, except for the 

ex-officio members, shall elect two (2) Vice-Chairmen 

from among themselves each for a term of one year.

6.5. The Council shall :

a. formulate the guidelines and procedures for the 

activities of the Institute;

b. have the overall responsibility for the funds of the 

Institute and shall be responsible for the formulation 

of policy for the procurement and the utilization of 

the funds;

c. approve the annual operating budget for the 

Institute;

d. perform such other functions as may be necessary 

to carry out the objectives of the Institute; and

e. meet at least twice a year.

Executive Director

6.6. The Executive Director of the Institute shall be a 

national of an ASEAN Member State and shall be 

appointed by the Governing Council through open 

recruitment for a non-renewable term of three years.

6.7. The Executive Director in discharging his/her 

functions to serve ASEAN Member States, shall 

represent the Institute, not his / her country or any 

other institution.

6.8. The Executive Director shall:

a. represent the Institute in all administrative and 

operational matters, manage the activities of the 

Institute and perform such other functions as may be 

assigned by the Council from time to time;

b. have authority to appoint such professional, 

secretarial and administrative staff as are necessary to 

achieve the Institute’s objectives; and

c. undertake activities to raise funds for the Institute’s 

activities, in accordance with guidelines and 

procedures as established by the Council.

6.9. The Executive Director shall be responsible to the 

Council.

Advisory Board

6.10. An Advisory Board, hereinafter referred to as "the 

Board", shall consist of:

a. a representative appointed by the government of 

each ASEAN Member State, hereinafter collectively 

referred to as "Representative";

b. the Executive Director as ex-officio member.

6.11. Representatives shall work for a term of three 

years and shall be eligible for one re-appointment. 

6.12. Representatives shall be eminent persons in the 

field of peace and reconciliation, including, but not 

limited to, academics, parliamentarians, senior or 

retired civil servants and civil society representatives. 

6.13. Representatives on the Board, with the exception 

of the Executive Director, shall not serve concurrently 

on the Council.

6.14. The Board shall advise the Council on the 

research priorities for the Institute.

7. DECISION-MAKING
Decision-making in the Institute shall be based on 

consultation and consensus in accordance with Article 

20 of the ASEAN Charter. 

8. REPORTING MECHANISM
The Executive Director shall make regular reports on 

the work of the Institute through the relevant senior 

officials to the ASEAN Political-Security Community 

Council (APSC Council).

9. REVIEW MECHANISM
This TOR shall be initially reviewed five years after the 

official launching of the Institute. This review and 

subsequent reviews shall be undertaken by the APSC 

Council supported by the relevant senior officials.

Peace is not the absence
of conflict, it is the ability to handle

conflict by peaceful means
- Ronald Reagan -
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Representative to the Governing Council
   

H.E. Pengiran Hajah Faezah
Pg Haji Abdul Rahman   

Permanent Representative of
Brunei Darussalam to ASEAN

Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

Mr. Mohammad
Shafiee Kassim 

Acting Director of the Department of 
International Organizations of the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs and Trade
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BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

Representative to the Governing Council
   

H.E. Norng Sakal   
Ambassador to the Republic of Indonesia 

and Permanent Representative of 
Cambodia to ASEAN

Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

H.E. Ouk Sorphorn 
Director-General of the General 

Department of ASEAN-Cambodia, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 

International Cooperation of Cambodia

CAMBODIA

Representative to the Governing Council
   

H.E. Rezlan Ishar Jenie   
Former Ambassador of Indonesia to France, 

Andorra and Monaco & Permanent 
Representative of Indonesia to UNESCO 

(2010-2014)

Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

H.E. Artauli RMP Tobing 
Executive Secretary of the Council of 

the Presidential Adviser for 
International Affairs

INDONESIA
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Ambassador/Permanent Representative of 
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Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

H.E. Pavanh Nuanthasing 
Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary 
of the Lao PDR to the Republic of Indonesia

LAOS

Representative to the Governing Council
   

H.E. Shariffah Norhana
Syed Mustaffa   

Permanent Representative of Malaysia 
to ASEAN

Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

Vacant
   

MALAYSIA

Representative to the Governing Council
   

H.E. U Min Lwin   
Permanent Representative of Myanmar 

to ASEAN

Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

Mr. Kyee Myint 
Deputy Director-General (Rtd.)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Member, 
Myanmar Institute for Strategic and 

International Studies
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H.E. Elizabeth P. Buensuceso   
Permanent Representative of 

the Philippines to ASEAN

Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

H.E. Teresita Quintos Deles 
Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process

THE PHILIPPINES

Representative to the Governing Council
   

H.E. Tan Hung Seng   
Permanent Representative of Singapore 

to ASEAN

Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

Prof. Joseph Liow 
Associate Dean of the S. Rajaratnam School 

of International Studies (RSIS)   

SINGAPORE

Representative to the Governing Council
   

H.E. Dr. Somkiati Ariyapruchya   
Dean of the Institute of Diplomacy and 

International Studies (IDIS)

Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

H.E. Busadee Santipitaks 
Permanent Representative of Thailand 

to ASEAN

THAILAND

Representative to the Governing Council
   

H.E. Nguyen Hoanh Nam   
Permanent Representative of Viet Nam 

to ASEAN

Representative to the Advisory Board 
 

H.E. Le Cong Phung 
Former Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs

VIET NAM
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The Work of the Governing Council (GC)

of the ASEAN Institute for

Peace and Reconciliation (AIPR)



               he Governing Council (GC) of ASEAN  

               Institute for Peace and Reconciliation 

               (AIPR) comprises of a representative of 

each ASEAN Member State to be appointed by and 

is accountable to the respective appointing 

Governments, along with the Secretary-General of 

ASEAN and the Executive Director who serve as  

ex-officio members. Each Member of the GC, except 

for the ex-officio members, will work for a term of 

three (3) years and will be eligible for one 

re-appointment.

T

37The Work of the Governing Council (GC) of the ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation (AIPR)



Meeting at least twice a year, the GC has the 

mandate to formulate the guidelines and 

procedures for the activities of AIPR, the overall 

responsibility for the funds of AIPR and shall be 

responsible for the formulation of policy for the 

procurement and the utilization of the funds and 

approve the annual operating budget for AIPR. 

It will also perform such other functions as may 

be necessary to carry out the objectives of AIPR.

38 The Work of the Governing Council (GC) of the ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation (AIPR)



Since the inception of AIPR, the GC has conducted 

six meetings in Indonesia and the Philippines, 

where i t  has discussed heavily on the 

operationalization of the AIPR Secretariat, and 

has adopted several guidelines and procedure 

as follows: The Rules of Procedures (ROP) of 

the GC; The Guidelines for the recruitment of 

the Executive Director; and The Guidelines on 

the Approval of Projects for the AIPR. It was 

agreed that AIPR needs to have a lean 

organizational structure for its first years, 

comprising of the Executive Director, two 

Technical Officers and one Secretary.

39The Work of the Governing Council (GC) of the ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation (AIPR)
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The Work of the Advisory Board (AB)

of the ASEAN Institute for

Peace and Reconciliation (AIPR)



                he Advisory Board (AB) of AIPR consists of 

                eminent persons with the mandate to 

                advise the GC on the research priorities for 

AIPR. Each AB member is appointed by the government 

of the respective ASEAN Member State. The Executive 

Director serves as an ex-officio member. Excluding the 

ex-officio member, the AB representatives shall work 

for a term of three years and shall be eligible for one 

re-appointment.  

During the period of 2014-2015, the AB of AIPR has 

conducted three meetings, which were held in parallel 

with some of the meetings of the GC of AIPR. In light 

of its mandate to advice the GC of AIPR on the 

research priorities for the institute, the AB highlighted 

the importance of taking stock of the past and current 

work of conflict management in the region, including 

the work of existing bodies such as ASEAN- Institute 

of Strategic and International Studies (ISIS), Council 

for Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP) 

and Network of ASEAN defence and Security 

Institutions (NADI).

It was at the Third Meeting of the AB of AIPR on 

26 November 2015 in Yogyakarta that the Rule of 

Procedures (ROP) of the Advisory Board of AIPR was 

agreed and would be adopted on an ad referendum 

basis. The meeting also agreed that the AB of AIPR 

shall meet at least twice a year with at least one 

Interface with the GC.

T

41The Work of the Advisory Board (AB) of the ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation (AIPR)





We can
never achieve

a peace deal without
one key element :

TRUST
- Retno L.P. Marsudi -
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The Asean Regional Forum

Roundtable on Training Resources 

for Preventive Diplomacy



Wellington, New Zealand,
20-21 March 2014

         ndonesia’s Representative to the GC of the AIPR, 

         Ambassador Bagas Hapsoro participated at the  

         ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) Roundtable on 

Training Resources for Preventive Diplomacy (PD) in 

Wellington, New Zealand on 20-21 March 2014. 

His attendance is aimed at introducing AIPR to 

ARF Participants and building network with the 

Forum. 

Ambassador Bagas Hapsoro provided an ASEAN 

perspective on PD, and drew attention to the potential 

role that AIPR could play on PD in the region. The 

Roundtable noted that AIPR could also serve as a 

networking centre for PD resources for the ARF 

Participants. 

The Roundtable was attended by officials, representatives 

of Track 2 institutes and academics, and were held to 

review current PD training mechanisms and experiences, 

at the national, regional and multilateral levels; to 

exchange perspectives on the PD training needs in 

the Asia-Pacific region; and to explore the concept of 

an ARF PD training course, and potential elements of 

such a course.

47The Asean Regional Forum Roundtable on Training Resources for Preventive Diplomacy
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AIPR Symposium on Peace

and Reconciliation : 

Processes and Initiative



Manila,
7- 8 April 2014

               IPR held its first initiative on 7-8 April 2014 

                in Manila, the Philippines, entitled "AIPR 

                Symposium on Peace and Reconciliation 

Processes and Initiatives". The two-day Symposium 

was attended by around 70 participants, which 

includes Members of the GC of the AIPR, Members of 

the AB of AIPR, and their staff. 

The Symposium was aimed at enriching the capacity 

of the GC and AB Members and their staff on various 

modalities of settling peace and reconciliation issues. 

The Symposium served as an avenue for the GC 

Members and their staff to build a network of experts 

and institutions in the field of peace and reconciliation. 

Prominent speakers from think-tanks, peace and 

reconciliation practitioners, government officials, and 

academics, shared their expertise and experiences in 

settling various peace and reconciliation efforts. 

Symposium highlighted the need to strengthening AIPR 

as a strategic force for peace, human freedom, common 

prosperity and collective security throughout the region. 

Furthermore, the Symposium stressed that AIPR would 

also cover undertaking research and consolidating all the 

narratives of peace in the region over the decades, extracting 

the lessons learned and best practices, and finally forging 

a consensus of how to move forward on future challenges.

Notable speakers from ASEAN and other regions shared 

their expertise, such as Dr. Gunnar Stalsett, Member of 

The Nobel Peace Prize Committee; Prof. Miriam 

Coronel-Ferrer, the Panel Chair of the Philippines 

Government Peace Negotiating Panel in talks with the 

Moro Islamic Liberation Front; Hon. Tengku Dato' Abdul 

Ghafar Bin Tengku Mohamed, the Facilitator in the peace 

talks between the Philippines Government and the 

Moro Islamic Liberation Front; Hon. Rodolfo C. Severino, 

former ASEAN Secretary-General; and Prof. Sukehiro 

Hasegawa, former Special Representative of the United 

Nations Secretary-General for Timor-Leste. Representing 

independent research institutions included Dr. Michael 

Vatikiotis, Regional Director for Asia of the Centre for 

Humanitarian Dialogue, and Ms. Ima Abdulrahim, 

Executive Director of the Habibie Center. 

A
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AIPR – Institute of Peace and Democracy

Symposium on Peace and Reconciliation : 

Principles and Best Practices



Bali,
22-23 April 2014

                 Symposium on Peace and Reconciliation 

                 was held in Bali on 22-23 April 2014, in 

                 cooperation with the Institute for Peace 

and Democracy (IPD). The event was aimed at 

increasing awareness on various international and 

regional peace and reconciliation best practices, 

enhancing networking within AIPR member states and 

its stakeholders, and discussing the future work of 

AIPR.

Various methodologies from regional and international 

organizations pertaining to conflict prevention, 

conflict management and conflict resolution were 

discussed thoroughly, whilst exploring lessons 

learned from various negotiations conducted under 

regional initiatives which would be beneficial for the region. 

The Symposium noted that conflict prevention and 

preventive diplomacy are part of the core business of 

ASEAN. The true meaning of peace can only be 

achieved if there was a solution at the regional level. 

As such it would be pertinent to identify the ASEAN’s 

(member states and the Secretariat) needs in the field 

of conflict prevention and preventive diplomacy. 

Furthermore, there is a need for proper codification, 

developing a pool of experts from ASEAN Member 

States and developing training and capacity building 

programs that are aligned with local priorities and 

support local capacities. 

A

51AIPR – Institute of Peace and Democracy
Symposium on Peace and Reconciliation : Principles and Best Practices



If you want
to make peace with

your enemy, you have to
work with your enemy.

Then he becomes
your partner

- Nelson Mandela -
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ASEAN-UN Regional Dialogue on Lessons

Learned and Best Practices in Conflict

Prevention and Maintenance of Peace

and Stability in Pluralistic Societies



Kuala Lumpur,
24-25 June 2014

                SEAN and the United Nations (UN) 

                collaboratively convened a workshop to 

                explore best practices in conflict prevention 

and maintenance of peace and stability in pluralistic 

societies in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on 24-25 June 2014. 

Various cases of conflict prevention and maintenance 

of peace and stability in multi-cultural and pluralistic 

societies, including the Mindanao Peace Process and 

the developments in Myanmar have been extensively 

discussed to draw best practices and lessons learned. 

Issues of religious intolerance and extremism as well 

as ultra-nationalism have also been discussed in the 

effort to explore ways and means to counter the trend 

in the rise of extremism and radicalism as a part of 

conflict resolution. Relevant provisions on the pacific 

settlement of disputes in the Charters of ASEAN and 

the UN respectively, in particular on good offices and 

mediation, were also examined to strengthen the 

capacities of ASEAN.

The workshop further explored possible roles of AIPR 

and the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on 

Human Rights (AICHR), as well as the possible 

collaboration between AIPR and the UN. It is suggested 

that AIPR tailor its work in conflict prevention and the 

maintenance of peace and stability in multi-cultural 

and pluralistic settings, within the framework of its 

Terms of Reference. 

The workshop was convened at the Track-1.5 level 

and involved participants from ASEAN Track-1 

representatives, ASEAN Track-2 representatives, 

ASEAN Secretariat officials, United Nations officials, 

guest speakers, and resource persons.

A

55ASEAN-UN Regional Dialogue on Lessons Learned and Best Practices in
Conflict Prevention and Maintenance of Peace and Stability in Pluralistic Societies
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European Union - Brunei Darussalam

ARF Training Event on Preventive

Diplomacy and Mediation



Brunei Darussalam,
7-10 Oktober 2014

A

57European Union - Brunei Darussalam ARF Training Event on Preventive Diplomacy and Mediation

                 three-day ARF seminar on preventive 

                 diplomacy and mediation training was 

                 co-hosted by Brunei Darussalam and the 

European Union on 7-10 October 2014 in Bandar Seri 

Begawan. The Training was aimed at providing 

opportunities for ARF participants to exchange views 

on future options and directions for Preventive 

Diplomacy (PD) training activities in the ARF. During 

the Training, the Participants were equipped with 

theoretical elements of mediation and PD and 

practical examples of successful peace processes. 

The Participants acknowledged the benefits of ARF 

mediation training to increase skills and capabilities 

of ARF Participants in the field of mediation as one 

of the conflict resolution methods. They underlined 

that future training on mediation and PD could be 

developed by taking lessons from experiences of 

the UN and other regional  or  international  

organizations in establishing the modules for PD 

and mediation training while adapting it within 

the ARF context. 

The Participants explored the benefits of mediation 

and facilitation as tools of PD in peace negotiation 

processes using case studies of past and on-going 

international mediation efforts such as the Aceh and 

Mindanao case peace processes. 

Ambassador Bagas Hapsoro, Indonesia’s representative  

to the Governing Council of AIPR stated that AIPR could 

serve as a valuable center for PD resources for the ARF. 

The Participants agreed that to ensure ASEAN centrality, 

AIPR should play a greater role in developing an 

effective use of PD including mediation and facilitation 

in regional peace processes and strengthening ASEAN’s 

capacity so that ASEAN can be the main actor in 

searching peaceful conflict settlements in the region.

The mediation training was attended by representatives 

from 22 ARF participating countries, from representatives 

of the ministry of foreign affairs and ministry of defence 

from ASEAN Member States, as well as representatives 

from the European Union, the United Nations and the 

ASEAN Secretariat.
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The Advisory Board of

AIPR Seminar on Conflict

Types and Management



Bali,
17 November 2014

59The Advisory Board of AIPR Seminar on Conflict Types and Management

the peace negotiation process among the involved 

parties have been an essential condition to reach a 

peace agreement acceptable for both disputing parties. 

Some notable concerns that transpired during the 

discussion is that conflict in Southeast Asia emerged 

in diverse forms and dimensions which varies from 

interstate conflict caused by disputes on territorial 

claims, competition on the sphere of influence and 

geostrategic interest to intrastate conflict caused by 

disputes on ethnic identity. As such, different types of 

conflict required different techniques and methods of 

approach and also the need to take into account the 

root causes of the conflict and other factors with a 

local dimension. 

To this end, and taking into account those local 

factors, AIPR has credentials that would serve as a 

leading institution on the promotion of peaceful 

conflict resolution in the region. 

Among the prominent speakers at the seminar were 

Emma Leslie (Center for Peace and Conflict Studies, 

Kamboja), Tim Sweijs (The Hague Center for Strategic 

Studies, Belanda), Edy Prasetyono (University of 

Indonesia) and Rudi Sukandar (The Habibie Center).

               he AIPR Seminar on conflict types and 

               conflict managementwas held in Bali on 17 

               November 2014. Two main themes were 

elaborated on during the Seminar to obtain a general 

picture and better understanding on the characteristics 

of conflict in the region and to acquire knowledge on 

conflict management techniques and methods that 

best fit the region. 

In her introductory remarks, Indonesia’s Representative 

to Advisory Board of AIPR, Ambassador Artauli Tobing 

explained that the Seminar was conducted to build 

the capacity of members of the AIPR Advisory Board 

on conflict management as mandated by the AIPR’s 

Terms of Reference.

During the Seminar, various experiences and success 

stories on conflict resolution such as in Aceh and 

Mindanao have been identified as a benchmark for 

respective governments and related organizations to 

initiate peace processes and to establish lasting 

peace. Those experiences taught the region that 

political will and self-restraint of both disputing 

parties as well as good mediators are key determinants 

in achieving peaceful conflict resolution. Aside from 

that, transparency and inclusiveness in every stage of 

T



Peace is a
question of will.

All conflicts
can be settled,
and there are
no excuses for

allowing them to
become eternal

- Martti Ahtisaari -
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Wilton Park Conference on Resolving

Domestic Conflict in South East Asia :

How to Build a Sustainable Peace 



Jakarta,
10-12 February 2015

63Wilton Park Conference on Resolving Domestic Conflict in South East Asia: How to Build a Sustainable Peace 

One other element of a successful peace agreement is 

a strong system to monitor the implementation of the 

peace agreement. In Aceh, Mindanao and North 

Ireland, third parties’ involvement in the monitoring 

system contributes to building confidence and trust. 

The Mindanao case showed the significant role of the 

monitoring system, in particular during the disarmament 

of the combatants’ forces, and brought them to the 

normalization and integration to their community. 

A successful peace agreement also requires strong political 

will at every government level. Thus peaceful resolution 

of conflict should be perceived as a national policy for 

both local and national governments to work together 

and to develop effective arrangements that might be 

necessary in the implementation stage of the agreement.

For sustainable and lasting peace and effective reconciliation, 

the Conference underlined the importance of building 

an inclusive society, which ensures local culture and 

identities are expressed equally with other social groups. 

At his closing remarks, Ambassador Bagas Hapsoro, Indonesia’s 

Representative to the Governing Council, highlighted that 

AIPR is established to serve as a venue for dialogue. As 

such he underlined the need to strengthen communication 

among stakeholders from ASEAN Member States in the effort 

to maintain sustainable peace in the region and beyond. 

                he Wilton Park Conference on Resolving 

                Domestic Conflict in South East Asia : How to

                Build a Sustainable Peace was held in Jakarta, 

on 10-12 February 2015 in partnership between the UK 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office, the Australian 

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, and in association 

with AIPR and the Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

“Implementing Peace Agreement” and “Measures to Create 

a Sustainable Peace” were the two main themes in the 

Conference, taking case studies on conflict resolution in 

North Ireland, Aceh, Mindanao and Southern Thailand.

The participants discussed various elements for a peace 

agreement that is feasible to be implemented from the 

aspect of disputing parties and involvement of third parties 

(facilitators and mediators). The successful conclusion of a 

peace agreement required some degree of flexibility, 

patience and good faith as well as shared commitment 

from disputing parties to finding a peaceful solution. 

Likewise, a successful peace agreement also requires an 

able facilitator or mediator who has adequate 

understanding of the character of the conflict 

including the complexities of conflict situation as 

there is no conflict resolution method that fits all 

types of conflict and regions. A peace process requires 

long-term commitment which some times experiences 

setbacks. As such, leadership and strong commitment 

toward peace from disputing parties are essential. 

T
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ASEAN-UN Workshop : Regional Dialogue II

on Political-Security Cooperation :

ASEAN-UN Collaboration in Support of the

ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation



Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar,
25-26 Februari 2015

65ASEAN-UN Workshop: Regional Dialogue II on Political-Security Cooperation :
ASEAN-UN Collaboration in Support of the ASEAN Institute for Peace and Reconciliation

the field peace and conflict resolution with a clearly 

defined mandate. Further suggestions are to explore the 

possibility of empowering AIPR to establish collaboration 

with think tanks, research institutions and civil 

societies within and beyond the region with the aim 

of utilizing established expertise, knowledge systems 

and networks to better provide policy advice to ASEAN 

policy makers. As a Track-1.5 institution, several 

participants viewed the potential of AIPR to become 

an important bridge between ASEAN governments by 

acting as a ‘clearing house’ and as a trusted space to 

convene forums with relevant stake-holders. 

ASEAN has a strong commitment to contribute to peace 

and reconciliation in the greater global context. To support 

this endeavor, AIPR may conduct research and establish a 

compilation of regional peace processes. Although different 

conflicts in different regions require different approaches 

and techniques, ASEAN’s experiences on conflict resolution 

would be a valuable contribution of AIPR and ASEAN 

as best practices to be disseminated globally.

The participants of the Workshop are ASEAN SOM 

Leaders representatives, United Nations senior 

officials, Members of the Governing Council and the 

Advisory Board of AIPR, the ASEAN Deputy Secretary-

General for Corporate and Community Affairs and 

expert resource persons.

               he ASEAN-UN Workshop: Regional Dialogue II 

               on Political-Security Cooperation (AURED II) 

               was convened in Nay Pyi Taw on 25-26 

February 2015 to discuss the ongoing development of 

the AIPR and areas of potential collaboration with the 

UN and the ASEAN external partners with a view to 

support the institutional capacity of AIPR in order to 

best fulfill its mandate. 

As an entity associated with ASEAN, AIPR may play a 

leading role in supporting ASEAN to the maintenance 

of peace in the region.  In addition, AIPR may take the 

leadership in developing effective collaboration and 

collective engagement with the UN in the field of 

conflict prevention and conflict resolution. Some 

possible collaboration with the UN among others are 

an idea of institutionalizing ASEAN-UN Dialogues; 

holding a tailor-made training on preventive 

diplomacy that covers conflict analysis and formulation 

of policy recommendations, including general 

methodology of conflict resolution; as well as the 

establishment of a pool of experts in the field of 

peace and conflict resolution.

On AIPR’s institutional building issues, there are a number 

of suggestions for AIPR to build its capacity to fulfill 

its mandate by expediting the operationalization of the 

AIPR Secretariat and establishing a pool of experts in 

T
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ASEAN Workshop on

Strengthening Women's Participation

in Peace Processes



                he Philippines Permanent Mission to ASEAN 

                and the Office of the Presidential Adviser on 

                the Peace Process (OPAPP) of the Republic of 

the Philippines have co-organised an AIPR Workshop 

aimed at assessing and promoting women’s participation 

in the peace process in conflict resolution in the region, 

with a view to implement the United Nations Security 

Council (UNSC Resolution 1325).

The UNSC Resolution 1325 on women, peace and 

security underlined the pivotal role of women in the 

peace process. The participants acknowledged lack of 

representation of women in conflict prevention, 

conflict resolution, and peace building. In various 

conflicts, women are mostly the victims of the conflict. 

As such, their perspectives are very important in 

providing strategies towards peace building. Some 

speakers shared their views on the involvement of 

women in peace processes in the region, including in 

the Aceh and Bangsamoro conflict.

Likewise, the women should be empowered with 

capabilities to be a good mediator, negotiator and 

facilitator through various tailor-made, issues-specific 

and adaptive training including using advanced 

technology, such as digital media. 

During the two-day workshop, some recommendations 

on AIPR’s future direction that were brought up, inter alia : 

to be the platform for women to enhance their roles 

in peace and reconciliation efforts in the region; 

to explore the possibility of establishing an ASEAN 

women for peace networking; and to identify appropriate 

training courses for women to be mediators, negotiators, 

and facilitators in the peace process.

The workshop was attended by the ASEAN Member 

States’ representatives to AIPR Governing Council, 

experts and peace practitioners from ASEAN, the UN, 

Australia and Norway and representatives from think 

tanks and CSOs dealing with peace and reconciliation. 
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Hence, violence
breeds violence.
I believe the key

to unlock this
cycle of violence
is dialogue and
accommodation

- Nur Hassan Wirajuda -
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Jakarta,
29 October 2015

                i a logue  on  Deve lop ing  Peace  and  

                Reconciliation in the Southeast Asia Region :

                Indonesia’s Perspective was held on 

29 October 2015, in Jakarta as an implementation of 

the ASEAN Political Security Community Blueprint 

2009-2015 in the field of peace and conflict 

reconciliation. 

The one-day Dialogue was held under two themes : 

“Development of AIPR and public participation in the 

reconstruction and post-conflict rehabilitation; and 

promoting tolerance and mutual understanding in a 

post-conflict society based on Indonesia’s experience 

in developing a culture of peace and reconciliation. 

The Participants acknowledged the growing interest 

to involve civil societies in developing AIPR’s future 

strategy in the promotion of peace and conflict 

reconciliation. They discussed the necessity for AIPR to 

establish close collaboration with educational 

institutions to develop curriculum and training 

programs for students in the field of peace and 

reconciliation that absorb local wisdom. 

In addition, the Participants acknowledged the need 

to develop relevant curriculum that is practical and 

satisfies the local needs. Such curriculum should be 

based on experiences and best practices from actors 

involved directly in previous peace negotiation processes. 

They also stressed the need to conduct studies 

concerning characteristics of post-conflict situations 

in the region as well as the strategy to empower local 

communities in the aftermath of conflict. 

Furthermore, an approach to conflict resolution 

should be developed comprehensively including from 

the economic perspective. As such, the Participants 

underlined the importance of AIPR to engage 

academia, media, NGOs, civil society and community 

groups to carry out various training programs for the 

relevant stakeholders including training on sustainable 

economic development. 
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The dialogue involved academicians, 

think tanks and peace facilitators as 

speakers and participants from the 

region and beyond. The Dialogue was 

also attended by Committee of  

Permanent Representatives (CPR) and 

its  representatives , the ASEAN 

Secretariat, the Embassies of ASEAN 

Member States , c ivi l  societ ies , 

g o v e r n m e n t  o f fi c i a l s  a n d  

representatives of national and 

international media.
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               he AIPR Symposium on the Repercussion of 

               Violent Extremism towards Moderates was

               held in Yogyakarta, Indonesia on 27 – 28 

November 2015. This event was initiated by the Indonesian 

Government and supported by the Netherlands and the 

Swedish Embassies in Jakarta. The Symposium was attended 

by experts, prominent religious figures, academicians, 

think tanks, CSOs, media, government officials, members 

of AIPR-GC and AB, ASEAN Committee of Permanent 

Representatives (CPR), and the ASEAN Secretariat. 

The Symposium aimed to elaborate the root causes of 

terrorism; the role of moderates to counter terrorism; 

and potential cooperation between the government 

and the relevant stakeholders in promoting tolerance 

and moderation to formulate policy to address the 

growth of extremism through promoting role of 

moderates and establish recommendations to develop 

a comprehensive strategy to combat terrorism. 

During the Symposium, the participants discussed the 

root causes of terrorism from political, economic and socio 

and cultural dimensions. Terrorism emerged as a result 

of radical ideology, the resurgence of Islam politics as well 

as global dynamics of invasion to Moslem countries. 

Likewise, from the economic and socio-cultural perspective, 

terrorism emerged as a result of the feeling being 

marginalised in particular communities and protracted 

communal violence, revenge-seeking behavior and failure 

of some former combatants to reintegrate into their society. 

Those trends were exaggerated by the increasing 

connection between violent groups from the local to 

global settings through internet and multimedia. 

The participants believe that a robust and comprehensive 

strategy to counter terrorism should be established 

through political, economic and socio-cultural approaches. 

In terms of countering terrorism from the political 

perspective, the Participants underlined that tolerance 

and moderation are appropriate values to defeat 

radical ideologies and the resurgence of the Islam 

politics movement. Furthermore, it has been noted 

that Muslim civil societies can play a crucial role in 

promoting tolerance and moderation. As mentioned 

before, radicalism and extremism emerged as a result 

of misinterpretation of verses of Quran in particular 

concerning “war and relations with non-Muslims”, 

hence it is imperative for Muslim scholars to reconcile 

those verses of Quran and disseminate them to 

societies through intra faith dialogues among Moslems 

from different affiliations and interfaith dialogue 

between Moslems and peoples from other faiths. 

With regard to framing a strategy to counter terrorism 

from economic and socio-cultural perspectives, it is 

important for governments and civil society to 

establish an inclusive economic and socio-cultural 

development strategy. Inclusive society and integration 

might be an option to handle the return of foreign 

terrorist fighters to ensure that no individuals or 

groups are left behind. The Participants identified that 

strengthening family ties and societies are important 

to prevent the spreading of radical and extremism 

among people in particular among the youth. Lastly, 

for people involved in terrorism, the de-radicalization 

program should be a part of the national strategy to 

prevent them from returning to terrorism. 
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         ndonesia and the European Union have 

         co-chaired the last ARF Seminar and Training on 

         Preventive Diplomacy (PD) and Mediation, held 

in Yogyakarta, on 29 November until 2 December 

2015. The Seminar dedicated for the members of the 

Governing Council and the AB of the AIPR and was 

combined with training on PD and mediation. 

The Seminar and Training updated the participants on 

basic concepts, principles, and methods of PD and 

mediation as modes of peaceful conflict resolution. 

The Seminar provided the participants with a number 

of comprehensive peace building strategies in dealing 

with the rising current challenges, including terrorism, 

radicalism and extremism. 

Some simulation and role playing have been 

furnished to the participants to equip them with 

better skills and knowledge on PD and mediation. 

The Seminar issued valuable recommendations for 

AIPR and related institutions to build sustainable 

capacity through training and coordination; sharing 

best practices; establishing a pool of experts in the 

field of peace and reconciliation; compiling lessons 

learned of conflict management from the region; and 

strengthening cooperation between AIPR and other 

ASEAN institutions, including with the ASEAN-

Institute of Strategic and International Studies 

(ASEAN-ISIS).

The participants appreciated the ARF’s commitment to 

strengthen AIPR through various collaborative 

activities and frequent interaction between experts 

and practitioners in the relevant fields, so that AIPR 

might be a strong institution to serve as a regional 

peace and reconciliation center according to its 

mandate.
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               he AIPR Symposium on the Plight of Women 

               and Children in Conflict Situations was held 

               on 8 - 9 December 2015 in Tagaytay City, the 

Philippines by the Philippines Permanent Mission to 

ASEAN with the support of the Office of the Presidential 

Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP) of the Republic 

of the Philippines and the Philippines’ ASEAN 

National Secretariat.

The Symposium provided the Participants with an 

overview on women and children in conflict situations 

and explored the potential role of women as peace 

builders and peacekeepers in conflict situations. 

The Symposium also provided opportunities for the 

Participant to share their best practices and models in 

promoting welfare of women and children in conflict 

situations.

It was proposed during the Symposium that a number 

of needs-based capacity building activities should be 

continuously undertaken to increase AIPR’s skill and 

knowledge on conflict resolution while mainstreaming 

women involvement in peace processes. To support 

those initiatives, ASEAN Member States may develop 

national laws and policy implementation in their 

respective countries to include gender perspectives in 

conflict resolution. Such policy implementation would 

help ensure addressing the women’s specific needs in 

a more targeted fashion taking into account cultural 

norms and belief systems of the society at large.

The Symposium was attended by the Members of 

AIPR-GC and other representatives of ASEAN Member 

States, ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community Deputy 

Secretary General Vongthep Arthakaivalvatee, 

the Ambassadors of Norway and Switzerland to ASEAN, 

ASEAN Secretariat officers, experts and peace 

practitioners from ASEAN, UN Women, representatives 

of a few Philippines CSOs, university students and 

a few Philippines officials.
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I believe that AIPR might play a 

useful role as a catalyst in trying 

to get ASEAN members to start to 

think that they could solve their 

own disputes. AIPR would have a 

"track one and a half" role carrying 

out research and producing 

publications like an academic 

institute.

AIPR would also be the body 

responsible for maintaining a 

roster of regional experts ready 

to be deployed to address conflict 

amongst its members. If it ever 

got its act together it could 

become an ASEAN export.

- Marty Natalegawa -




